
IN THE COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR        
AT TEZPUR 

 
PRESENT : Sri P. C. Kalita, 
    Assistant Sessions Judge,      
   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 

SESSIONS CASE NO. 73 OF 2014 
GR Case No. 1611/ 2014 

Under Section 448/379/376/511 of Indian Panel Code 
 
 State of Assam     
 

–Versus – 
 

Sri Mantu Das 
Son of Late Ramesh Das 
Resident of Barsola Dasgaon 
PS –  Dhekiajuli 
Dist – Sonitpur, Assam  …….   Accused Person 

        
 

ADVOCATES APPEARED 
 
 
For the State     : Sri H. P. Sedai  
        Public Prosecutor 
 
For the accused person  :  Sri Prayag Sarma 
   Advocate 
 
Date of evidence    : 17– 12– 2014,   28– 01– 2015 

04– 03– 2015,   15– 05– 2015 
& 29– 07– 2015  

     
   
Date of Argument    : 31– 08 – 2015 
 
Date of Judgment    :  07– 09 – 2015 

 
J   U  D  G    M   E  N   T 

 

  The prosecution case, inter-alia, in brief, is that informants Abha 

Devi, Sewali Kalita and Rumi Saikia lodged an ejahar in the Tezpur PS alleging 

that a gang of ill-motivated boys entered into the girls hostel on 10-07-2014, at 

about 12-20 a.m. and the girls of the hostel caught hold the culprit, namely, 

Bikash Saikia and handed over him to police.  
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2.  On the basis of the aforesaid ejahar, the Officer-in-Charge of 

Tezpur PS registered a case, being Tezpur PS Case No.779/14, u/s 

448/379/376/511 IPC. After conclusion of investigation, the Investigating Officer 

submitted the Charge sheet against the accused u/s 448/379/376/511/419 of 

IPC.  
 

 3.  After appearance of the accused, the learned Chief Judicial 

Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur, committed the case to the learned Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur and thereafter, the case was made over to this Court for 

disposal. Accordingly, this Court took up the trial of the case. Considering the 

materials available on case record and case diary, the charges were framed 

against the accused under Sections 448/379/376/511 of IPC. Then the contents 

of charges were read over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

4.  In order to bring home the charges, the prosecution has examined 

as many as 8 (eight) PWs, including the informants. Then, the accused has been 

examined u/s 313 CrPC. The pleas of the accused are of total denial and he has 

declined to adduce any defence evidence.   

 

5.    Points for determination : 

 

 Whether the accused person, on 10-07-2014, at about 12-20 

a.m., at Girl’s Hostel of Tezpur Nursing School, under Tezpur Police 

Station, committed house trespass into the residential house of the 

informants ( inmates of the hostel) in order to commit the offence of rape 

or theft on the inmates of the hostel, and thereby committed an offence 

u/s 448 of IPC  ? 

   

Whether the accused person, on the same day, time and place, 

attempted to commit the theft of the articles of the Girl’s hostel and in 

such attempt the accused did certain act, and thereby committed an 

offence u/s 379/511 of IPC  ? 
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 Whether the accused person, on the same day, time and 

place, attempting to commit the offence of rape on the inmates of the 

hostel and in such attempt the accused did certain act, and thereby 

committed an offence u/s 376/511 of IPC  ? 

 

Discussions, Decision and reasons thereof :- 

 

6.  I have carefully perused the evidence and the materials available 

on the case record. Heard argument of both sides. Now, let us examine the 

evidence of the PWs to decide the case at hand.  

 

7.  PW-1, Smt. Sewali Kalita, stated that she knows the accused 

person in the month of last July. She along with other boarders of the nursing 

hostel caught hold the accused person in the ‘kosuoni’ of the hostel. On the night 

of the occurrence, at about 12 O’clock, the accused person asked one girl named 

Rupali Das, in the 2nd floor, to remain silent by raising finger. At that time, the 

accused person was wearing a jangia and a ganji. At that time, Rupali and her 

room-mates made hulla. The other nurses came out. Then, the accused person 

ran towards the ‘kosuoni’, where they caught hold him. For this, they lodged an 

ejahar. Ext. 1 is the ejahar and Ext.1(1) is her signature thereon.  

 

8.  PW-2, Smt. Pranami Bora, a staff nurse, stated that she knows the 

accused person as Montu Das. On 09-07-2014, at about 11-45 p.m. (night), she 

was sleeping at Kanaklata Civil Hospital Nursing Hostel. At that time, one Chitra 

knocked in the door of her room.  She then came out of the room. Then, Chitra 

told her that Rupali, a trainee nurse, saw a boy in the hostel. Then, the nurses of 

the hostel came down and waiting at the gate to hold the accused person. The 

accused person jumped down from the hostel. Then, they caught hold the 

accused person in the ‘kosuoni’. At that time, the accused was wearing a T-shirt 

and Jangia. Ext. 1(1) is her signature thereon.   

 

9.  PW-3, Abha Devi, a nurse of KCH, stated that on 09-07-2014, at 

about 11-30 p.m., she was sleeping in KCH Nursing Hostel. On hearing hulla 
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outside, she came out from her room and saw that one boy was running in the 

2nd floor. While the accused was running in the compound of the hostel, she 

along with other nurses caught hold the accused person. She suspected that the 

accused person entered into the hostel with intent to commit theft. Ext.1(3) is 

her signature in the ejahar.  

 

10.  PW-4, Rumi Saikia, a trainee nurse, stated that she knows the 

accused person. On 09-07-2014, at about 11-10 p.m., there was a hulla in the 

KCH Nursing Hostel. Then, she went to the first floor, thereafter, she came 

down. The trainee nurses of Assam type hostel, caught hold the accused person.  

  

11.  PW-5, Rupali Das, a trainee nurse, stated that she knows both the 

parties of this case. She used to stay at KCH Nursing Hostel. On 09-07-2014, at 

about 11-30 p.m., while she was coming out from the toilet, saw the accused 

person, seeing to her, through the gap of the door. The accused person showing 

his finger, asked her not to do hulla. Out of fear, she then, made hulla.  

 

12.  PW-6, Rajmoni Devi, a trainee nurse, stated that on 09-07-2014, 

she was in the KCH Nurse Hotel. On that night at about 12 a.m. a miscreant 

entered into the nurse hostel and going to the first floor, remained in front of the 

room of Rupali Devi. The culprit made obscene acts to Rupali Devi. While Rupali 

Devi made hulla, the culprit coming down hide out in the ‘kosuoni’ of the 

campus. Then, the hostel inmates caught hold the accused person. The accused 

person present today in the court, was the person, they caught hold on the night 

of occurrence.   

 

13.  PW-7, Krishna Devi, a trainee nurse, stated that she knows the 

accused person but does not know his name. About six months back, there was 

hulla in the Nursing Hostel. Then, she coming out saw the accused person 

gheraoed by the nurses. She does not know as to by whom the accused was 

caught hold.  
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14.  PW-8, Nandeswar Nath, SI of Police, stated that on 10-07-2014, 

he was serving at Tezpur Sadar PS as attached officer. On that day, one Pranami 

Borah, Abha Devi, Sewali Kalita and Rumi Saikia of Girls Hostel, School of 

Nursing, Tezpur lodged an ejahar before the Tezpur PS. After registering a case, 

the O/C, Tezpur PS entrusted him to investigate the case. On 10-07-2014, at 12-

20 a.m. ( mid-night) receiving a telephonic message from Girls Hostel, stated 

above, stating that a miscreant entered into the compound of the Girls Hostel 

and he was caught red handed by the boarders of the Girls Hostel. On receipt of 

the information, he along with his staff, rushed to the place of occurrence and 

arrested the accused person and he was brought to the Police Station. He 

recorded the statements of the informants and other boarders of the Nursing 

Hostel and prepared a sketch map of the place of occurrence. He has completed 

all the steps of investigation of the case, and thereupon, laid charge-sheet u/s 

448/379/376/511/419 IPC against the accused person Mantu Das. Ext. 2 is the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence and Ext. 2(1) is his signature thereon.  

Ext. 3 is the charge-sheet and Ext. 3(1) is his signature thereon.  

 

Section 376/511 IPC : ( attempt to rape ) 

 

15.  Here, in the present case, PW-5 is the vital witness. This witness 

in her depositions nowhere stated that the accused person made any attempt to 

commit rape on her. Her depositions is that at the relevant time, the accused 

person peeped her through the gap of the door and asked her to be remain 

silent. This piece of evidence of PW-5, does not indicate any ingredients of 

attempt to commit rape made by the accused person against the victim ( PW-5).  

 

   The other witnesses from PWs 1 to 7, all trainee Nurses of the 

KCH Nursing Hostel, also do not utter a single word regarding any attempt of 

rape made by the accused person against the victim (PW-5). Thus, it appears 

that there is at all no ingredients of attempt to rape in this case.  
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Section 379 IPC : ( theft) 

 

16.  Here, in the present case all the witnesses from PWs 1 to 7 are 

the trainee Nurses of the KCH Nursing Hostel. In their depositions, the witnesses 

have not stated a single word that the accused person committed theft in their 

nursing hostel. Therefore, no case is established u/s 379 IPC.  

 

Section 448 IPC : 

 

17.  PW-5 ( victim ) is the prime witness in this case. Her depositions 

is that on 09-07-2014, at about 11-30 p.m., ( night), the accused person was 

peeping her, through the gap of the door of her nursing hostel room, asking her 

to be remained silent.  

 

  PWs 1 and 2 stated that they had caught hold the accused person 

in the ‘kosuoni’ of the nursing hostel campus.  

 

  PW-3 Abha Devi, a trainee Nurse, claims to be an eye witness of 

the occurrence. This PW-3 categorically stated that at the relevant time, she 

heard utterance, then coming out of the room, saw the accused person running 

in the 2nd floor of the hostel. She caught hold the accused person along with 

other nurses in the nursing hostel campus.  

 

  PW-4 and PW-6 stated that they caught hold the accused person 

in the ‘kosuoni’ of their nursing hostel campus.  

 

  PW-7 found the accused person gheraoed by the trainee nurses in 

the Nursing hostel campus.  

 

  From the evidence on record, it is seen that on the night of 

occurrence, the accused person entered into the Nursing Hostel of KCH, was 

moving there to and fro and at last, the boarders of the Nursing Hostel, by 

chasing, caught hold the accused in the ‘kosuoni’ of the Nursing Hostel campus. 
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At the relevant time, one Ganesh Das, Night Chowkidar, was on duty in the gate 

of the Nursing Hostel. Had the accused any good intention, he could have enter 

into the Nursing Hostel with due permission from the Night Chowkidar Ganesh 

Das, but that was not done by the accused.  

 

  Thus, from the evidence of PWs 1 to 7, it is clearly established 

that on the night of occurrence, the accused person unlawfully entered into the 

nursing hostel of KCH.  

   

  Learned advocate for the accused pointing out that the 

prosecution has failed to examine the independent vital witness, namely, Ganesh 

Das, the Night Chowkidar of the Nursing Hostel, who was available at the time of 

incident, submits that prosecution investigation is highly defective. In support of 

his contention, the learned advocate has placed reliance upon a decided case 

reported in 1996 (2) GLR 99. 

 

  Here, in the present case, all the prosecution witnesses have 

clearly stated that they caught hold the accused person in the ‘kosuoni’ of the 

nursing hostel campus. So, in such a situation, non-examination of Ganesh Das, 

Night Chowkidar, by the prosecution will not demolish the prosecution story.  

 

   Learned advocate also submits that there are two sets of evidence 

in this case and in such a situation, it is settled law that the benefit of doubt 

goes to the accused person. In support of his plea, the learned advocate has 

placed reliance upon a decision reported in 2015 SAR (Criminal) 713.  

 

  Here, in the instant case, the prosecution witnesses from PWs 1 to 

7 have categorically stated that they all caught hold the accused in the  ‘kosuoni’ 

of the nursing hostel campus. So, the question of two sets of evidence, by 

prosecution witnesses, in this case does not arise at all.  
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18.    In view of the above discussions and considering all aspects, I hold 

that the prosecution has failed to prove the case u/s 379/511 IPC and 376/511 IPC 

against the accused person, beyond all reasonable doubt, but has proved the case 

u/s 448 IPC against the accused person, beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence, I 

convict the accused person u/s 448 IPC and acquit him from the other charges.  

 

   Considering the gravity of the offence, it is held that the accused is 

not entitled to get the benefit of the provisions of law.  

 

   I have heard the accused /convict on the point of sentence in view of 

the provision of Section 235(2) of CrPC. The accused/convict submits that he is a 

daily labour having his wife, old aged mother and minor children 

 

   However, considering the facts and circumstances of the case and 

also considering the circumstances of the accused/convict, I am of the considered 

view is that the imposition of minimum sentence will meet the ends of justice. 

Accordingly, I sentence the accused / convict to suffer SI for 2 (two) months u/s 448 

IPC. 

 

  The bail bond stands cancelled.  

 

  The period of detention already undergone by the accused shall stand 

set off in view of the provisions of section 428 CrPC.  

 

   Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the accused/convict u/s 363 

(1) of CrPC.  

 

19.   Send a copy of the judgment to the learned District Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur, as per Section 365 of CrPC.  
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20.    The case is disposed of accordingly.  

 

           Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this day, the 7th 

day of September, 2015.  

 
(P.C. Kalita) 

Assistant Sessions Judge, 
Sonitpur : Tezpur. 

Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
 
  

(P.C. Kalita) 
Assistant Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur : Tezpur 
 

 
Dictation taken and  
transcribed by me : 
    
    

(J. K Muru) 
Steno. 
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A  P  P   E   N  D   I   X 

 

Prosecution witnesses : 

 

PW-1     :  Smt. Sewali Kalita 

 PW-2     :   Smt. Pranami Bora 

 PW-3     :   Smt. Abha Devi 

 PW-4     :   Smt. Rumi Saikia 

 PW-5     :   Sri Rupali Das  

 PW-6     :   Smt. Rajmoni Devi 

 PW-7     :   Smt. Krishna Devi 

 PW-8     :   Sri Nandeswar Nath, IO 

  

Defence Witness    : Nil  

Court Witness     : Nil  

 Prosecution Exhibits    :   

   

  Ext.1    :   Ejahar 

  Ext.2    :   sketch map 

  Ext.3    :   Charge-sheet 

   

Material  Exhibits    : Nil 

Defence Exhibit    : Nil 

Court Exhibit     : Nil 

Exhibit produced by witness   :  Nil 

 

           (P.C. Kalita) 
Assistant Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur : Tezpur. 


